
SOUFFLÉ
Ottoman & Table
By Cecilie Manz



Soufflé is a serie that consists of ottomans in three different sizes and a table, all designed by
Cecilie Manz.

“The concept originates in a vision for the new office environment, which is more mobile;
where meetings are held in more informal settings. My own vision for the group is that of
rocks in the archipelago, where you jump from stone to stone. The table is the hub around
which the stools gather. The shapes are organic and individual, inspired by nature, not circular
but a bit `squeezed´. An important element is the tactile contrast between tough textile
coating in base and the soft `whipped cream´ cushion on the top, a cutting edge mix of foam
and natural feathers, which posed an interesting technical challenge. This group will be nice in
a lobby, for example, but with its soft, pleasant seating, it is also a crossover concept which
will fit well in homes. My inspiration is from nature, the Scandinavian heritage and the organic
color scale.” /Cecilie Manz

PRODUCT INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

OPTIONS
Table top in limestone from Swedish Kinnekulle.

Currently not available for the United States market.

Frame in wood with cold foam, upholstered in fabric. Seat in sea-bird down upholstered in
fabric alt. table top in white pigmented massive ash, with beveled edges. Button Ø25 mm in
nature or dark brown leather. If not specified, nature will be used as standard.

ASH LEATHER FABRIC

LIME STONE
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SOUFFLÉ

H 400, S 400, W 700, D 650, Small
H 15,75'', SH 15,75'', W 27,56'', D 25,59''

H 420, S 420, W 850, D 720, Medium
H 16,54'', SH 16,54'', W 33,46'', D 28,35''

H 450, S 450, W 1200, D 830, Large
H 17,72'', SH 17,72'', W 47,24'', D 32,68''

H 400, W 730/530, D 695/495, Table
H 15,75'', W 28,74''/20,87'', D 27,36''/19,49''
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